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tlie sentence-

08.C
16.A 
24.B 

® How is he today? ® What he is like today? 
© How he is today? @ What is he like today? 

04. The Prefix 'over' can be added to-

® space ® work © culture @ information 
05. The word 'idolize' is-

® a noun • ® a verb © an adverb @ an adjective 
06. The feminine gender of the word 'bull' is-

®calf @ewe ©cow @mare 
Read the passage carefully and answer questions 7-11: 
For centuries, people have been playing kicking 

games with a ball. The game of soccer developed from 
some ofthese early games. The English probably gave 
soccer its name and its first set of rules. In European 
countries, soccer is called football or association football. 
Some people believe that the name 'soccer' came from 
'assoc' an abbreviation for the word 'association'. Others 
believe that the name came from the high socks that the 
players wear. 

Organised soccer games began in 1863. In soccer, 
two teams of eleven players try to kick or head the ball 
into their opponents' goal. The goalie, who tries to keep 
the ball out of the goal, is the only player on the field who 
is allowed to touch the ball with his or her hands. The 
other players must use their feet, heads, and bodies to 
control the ball. 

Every four years, soccer teams around the world 
compete for the World Cup. The World Cup competition 
started in 1930. 
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r. It is estimated that- I 6. I will take leave him. 

©of @for @with @to @ Organized soccer games began one hundred and 
fifty years back I 7. I am sorry _ _  you last night. 

® Organized soccer started in 1930 ® to disturb @ disturbing © to have disturbed@ by 
disturbing � Organized soccer began with the formation of 

rules. 18. The reason of my absence _ _  my illness. 

@ Organized soccer started when players formed an 
association. 

® of course @ nothing but 
©was @due to 

Which of the following belongs to the rules of 19. The writer was popular __ young readers. 
®with ®for ©at @of soccer? 

@All players touch the ball with their hands. 20. We want to start the meeting __ , so please 

® Only the goalie can hold the ball with his or her 
hands 

© All the players are not allowed to touch the ball 21. 
with their bodies. 

@ Players can touch the ball with their heads only 22, 

don't be late. 

19. Which of the following is true in the passage? 
® The game of soccer originated in Europe. 
® The game of soccer developed from kicking games 23. with a ball 
© The game of soccer needs indefinite number of 

people to play with a ball 
@ The name soccer developed from 'assoc'. 

10. Which of the following is the theme 

11. 

13. 

passage? 
® The rules of playing soccer. 
® Definition of the word 'soccer'. 
© Association football 

sentence-
® Paul went to home at already 
® Paul had already gone home. 
© Paul was going home already. 
@ Paul had been going home already. 

U. The passive voice of "Who has broken the glass?" 
is-
® Who was broken the glass? 
® By whom was glass broken? 
© By whom has the glass broken? 
@ By whom has the glass been broken? 
Questions - 15-24 Fill in the blanks 

15. He __ in the army for two years. 
® works ® is © was @ in taken 

@were 
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